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Notes ○　Good example × Bad example
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Connect cable so that its bend radius 
is as large as possible.

※If cable requires bending for connection, ensure that 
　its bend radius (indicated by R in the figure) is 7.5 
　times its outside diameter or more (ideally).

If cable requires bending for wiring, 
secure its bend degree of freedom, 
paying attention to its length and 
angle.

When a plurality of cables are wiring 
together, do not bundle the cables at 
their bend portions using cable ties or 
other similar devices (especially when 
they are different in outside diameter).

If cable requires fastening and bending 
for wiring, do not bend it sharply at its 
fastened portion.

When attaching connector to cable, 
support the cable using a sleeve or other 
similar device against the connector.

When doing cable wiring by hanger 
suspension, the cable should be coiled 
in the “clockwise” direction. The cable 
should be coiled so that its coil outside 
diameter (as indicated by “Coil outside 
diameter” in the figure) is 20 times its 
outside diameter or more.

Bend radius (indicated by R in the figure) is small.

Bundle the bent portions of the cable 
with a cable tie

The cable bended it sharply

Without sleeve
The cable bended it 
sharply

Clockwise

Coil outside 
diameter

Coil outside
diameter is 
small
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7. Instruction for wiring cables 
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Long Right angle

Wiring of a plurality of cables together on a separate 
and independent basis

Connector

Sleeve

8. Precautions for cable terminal treatment method

Terminal treatment method Notes Exemplification
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Wiring in water and oil environment

Select a connector that is waterproof 
and oilproof, and process it correctly 
so that water and oil don't enter the 
cable through the terminals.

It is recommended that wire cores that 
are not to be wired be grounded. If the 
terminals are not grounded, noise may 
be picked up.

The reinforcement cord should be 
cut instantly with sharp scissors. 
(The reinforcing cord cannot be cut 
completely with nippers, etc.)

Don't remove the reinforcement cord, 
but solder it together. (The reinforce-
ment cord is heat resistant and will not 
melt or shrink.)

Don't remove the reinforcement cord, 
but fasten it together with the crimp 
terminal.

Unwired wire cores

Cutting of braided conductors and 
conductors with center reinforce-
ment cord

Processing method for crimp terminals 
of braided conductors and conductors 
with center reinforcement cord

Soldering method of braided conduc-
tors and conductors with center 
reinforcement cord
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